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Introduction 

The right tool and equipment tracking system can offer numerous benefits that enable better 

visibility and control over managing, analyzing and using tools and equipment. Proper set-up and 

implementation of your tool and equipment tracking system is just as important as choosing the 

right software so your company can successfully use and benefit from it. 

 
BarcodeShack’s decades of experience evaluating, selecting and implementing tool tracking 

systems has shown us that there are many common (and avoidable) implementation issues that can 

occur during the set-up process. These issues make it harder to use the software, increasing the 

time to go-live and the cost of the entire process. As an experienced tool tracking solutions 

implementor, here are our top insights for properly implementing a tool and equipment tracking 

system so you can get your system up and running quickly. 

1 – Establish Project Management 
Expectations and Executive Buy-In 

Successful software implementations are dependent on executive commitment and sponsorship 

and require appropriate project management efforts, including thorough planning. Outline the 

goals, steps to completion and a sensible timeline in the planning stage to ensure all parties are on 

the same page and the software system set-up can proceed smoothly. 
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The first step in implementing a tool and equipment tracking system is to assign a project lead, 

then define the project parameters and outline a timeline of necessary tasks. Consider each action 

item the implementation team will need to complete and any potential hurdles that could delay or 

inhibit the process. This step is crucial in determining the obstacles you will face as well as the 

resources you will need. The team doesn’t necessarily need to be large in size, in fact, sometimes 

smaller is better for such projects. Submit the comprehensive, well thought out project plan for 

review to obtain executive commitment. Your objective, a successful software implementation, can 

be reached when you take such measures before proceeding with the process. 

 
As a committed partner with decades of hands-on software system implementation and integration 

expertise, BarcodeShack can manage and achieve successful tool tracking implementations the 

first time. Our team of software specialists are exceedingly precise when meeting project goals and 

deadlines in order to take the new software live so you can get back to business. 

 
Once leadership and team members are committed to the stated goals, objectives and timelines, the 

guidance below will prove invaluable to a successful implementation. 

 

2 – Create Well-Organized Sites and Locations 

Inaccurate data entry can doom your tool and equipment tracking system implementation 

efforts, which is why the first step is to document all physical locations and sites ahead of time. 

Define and organize them appropriately so that you will be able to locate tools and equipment 

quickly and without confusion based on the information you’ve outlined. 
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Let’s first explain and provide examples for two different data fields available in the tool and 

equipment tracking system that differentiate and specify where an tool or piece of equipment is 

located. 

 
Site Definition: 

 

A site is defined as a place that has one or more locations. A site often represents a building that 

has designated locations within that contain the tools and equipment you are tracking. 

 
Examples of Site Definitions: 
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Location Definition: 
 

 

A location represents a physical area within a site and is generally one of multiple locations 

available within that site. 

 

Examples of Site and Locations: 

 

 
Site and Location Takeaway: 

 
Well-organized sites and locations are essential for properly managing your tool and equipment 

inventory and defining precisely where an tool is located. They need to make sense so that when 

you talk about your sites and locations you can envision where your tools and equipment are 

located and understand the data entered into the software system. 
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If you decide to print barcode location labels, it is best to keep your locations to 12 characters or 

less to ensure that you will be able to print, scan and read the barcodes properly. 

 
The tool tracking system also supports another level of locations called parent location, one level 

above the location field. For example, within a site “Building” you might create a location labeled 

“Floor.” You can then designate that “Floor” as a parent location for another location, such as 

“Office.” “Office” can then be designated as the parent location for “Cubicle” and so on and so 

forth. You can create a hierarchy for your locations using this method if needed. 

 

3 – Use and Document Sensible Tool and 
Equipment Categorization 

Using standardized tool and equipment types and descriptions are essential to effectively 

categorize, locate and audit tools and equipment. Before entering any tool or equipment data in 

your software system, choose and document your naming conventions. 

 

Tool and Equipment Types 

Classification of tools and equipment into groups (types) should be unique, short and sensible. 

When defining an tool and equipment type, consider what information you’ll need to report on 

for data analysis – this can help determine the proper classification needed. 

 
A tool and equipment type can be thought of as a classification for a group of like tools and 

equipment. Each individual tool that you enter into the tool tracking system will be associated 

with an tool type of one of your pre-specified categories. 
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Tool and Equipment types can be broad, or you can make tool and equipment types specific. 

 
Examples of Broad Tool Types: 

 
1. Hammer 

2. Wrench 
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Examples of Specific Tool Types: 

 
1. Hammer, Small 

2. Hammer, Large 

3. Wrench, Small 

4. Wrench, Large 
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Tool and Equipment Type Categorization Takeaway: 

 
The use of broad tool and equipment types makes the implementation of the tool tracking 

system faster but will limit your organization’s ability to easily generate reports or do searches 

when trying to determine how many or the location of a specific tool and equipment type you 

have. For example, if you use broad tool and equipment types as your method of categorization 

you could see the number and location of total PCs but if you used specific tool and equipment 

types you could see the number and specific locations of a certain brand or type of tools you 

have. 

Tool and Equipment Description 

Define standard descriptions for tool and equipment classification which can be used later 

within a search feature. Tool and equipment descriptions should be easy to read and understand 

and should be documented so that employees can find what they’re looking for quickly. 

 
Tool and equipment descriptions should start with a noun and go from broad categories to 

specific descriptions in order to follow the best naming conventions. Think backwards when 

entering tool and equipment descriptions. See the example below: 
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Tool and Equipment Description Takeaway: 

 
The tool tracking system allows users to filter/lookup tools and equipment to enable easier data 

analysis and reporting. When one enters the descriptions in the recommended way during 

implementation, it makes filter lookups significantly easier and faster. 

 

4 – Use Lookup Tables to Save Time with 
Data Input and Analysis 

Lookup tables enable users to find data quickly based on an initial category or value that then also 

meets secondary criteria. Proper data preparation and input into lookup tables is a necessary step 

of setting up your tool tracking software. 

 
Lookup tables can include the following data categories: 

 

Site Location 

Tool Type 

Department 

Employee 

Customer 

Vendor 

Manufacturer 

Contract 

Funding 

Depreciation 

Category 

Condition 

Disposal Reason 

Reason for Recovery 

Work Order Type Codes 
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While you likely won’t need to use all the lookup data tables available in the software, you’ll 

benefit from leveraging ones that involve key functions specific to your business. 

 
As for data entry, you can key in the data manually, use the tool tracking Import Utility or do a bit 

of both. The tool tracking system includes an excellent import utility that can save you a great deal 

of time when compared to manual entry. 

 
Lookup table takeaway: 

 

Data preparation is the key to a successful setup of your tool tracking system and leveraging the 

power of lookup data tables. 

 
It’s important to understand how the lookup data tables are related to one another. Consider the 

earlier discussions of how tool and equipment types are categories related to individual tools and 

equipment, or how sites and locations are related. Understanding the data relationships in the 

system is important to maximizing the benefits of lookup tables and for a successful tool tracking 

system implementation. 

5 – Use a Unique ID for Each Tool or 

Equipment 

Tools and equipment don’t last forever, but data about each individual tool and equipment should. 

Analysis of tool and equipment lifecycle and history can offer beneficial insights. Avoid confusion 

and data errors with a unique, sequential barcode tag for each tool. 
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Each tool or piece of equipment is required to have a unique tracking ID/barcode assigned to it. 

Consider this unique tag as an identifier for an individual tool, much like a license plate number is 

assigned to a car or a social security number assigned to an individual. 

 
There are three options for assigning tool and equipment tags: 

 
1. Use pre-printed unique sequential barcode tags 

2. Have the tool tracking system assign the tag as you add each tool or piece of equipment 
to the system 

 
 

Given our decades of expertise, we recommend using pre-printed tags designed for specifically 

for tools and equipment. These pre-printed tags are virtually indestructible. We do have 

customer who print their own tags in-house. 

 
NOTE: 

 

Our tool tracking system does support multi-quantity items. A multi-quantity item is given an 

ID that is shared among a quantity of tools because they don’t need to be tracked individually. 

Multi- quantity items are not tracked uniquely, but rather as a total. Screw drivers and 

extension cords are good examples of common multi-quantity tools. 

 

6 – Select Proper Barcode Hardware and 

Accessories 
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Your barcode-based tool management system requires barcode labels (pre-printed or print your 

own), a printer designed to print the type of labels you need and barcode scanners in order to add 

your data to the software once it is operational. Selection of the appropriate hardware and 

accessories must be compatible with your tool tracking system and one another. Follow our tips to 

guide your selection. 

 

Scanner and Mobile Device Selection 

The enhanced accessibility capabilities of the tool tracking system means authorized users can 

review and update the tool and equipment management system on and off-site. Choose the 

barcode hardware that best fits the intended use and is compatible with the tool tracking system. 

 
Authorized users can access the tool tracking system in two ways: 

 
1. Web Browser Interface 

2. Mobile Application Interface 
 

Desktop PC, Laptops and Chromebooks are a good choice for accessing the tool tracking 

system using the browser interface, especially on-site. As for the browser itself, Google Chrome 

is the most commonly used browser, but other web browsers are supported. 

 
When it comes to selecting mobile hardware, the most appropriate choice should reflect the 

intended use of the product, whether or not you’re using a smartphone, industrial mobile 

computer or USB scanner. 
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The tool tracking system includes a mobile application for Android and iOS(Apple) operating 

systems. Android and iOS(Apple) smartphones and tablets may be used, and the mobile 

application uses the camera on the smart device to scan barcodes. 

 
Another mobile hardware option would be an industrial mobile computer with an integrated 

scanner. After testing out dozens of devices over the years, our specialists recommend the Wasp 

DR5 due to scanning efficiency and product durability. 
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USB Scanners attached to a PC, laptop and Chromebook are also very handy to have when using 

the web browser interface. You may also opt for a cordless scanner which negates the need for a 

USB cable. 

 

 

 

Hardware Selection (Scanners and Mobile Devices) takeaway: 

 

The tool tracking system supports a vast array of hardware and is also unique in the fact that its 

mobile application can work offline. This means you perform mobile transactions on the moon and 

then when you arrive back on earth you could sync the data to your AssetCloud system. 

 
There are many great hardware choices available, so we recommend engaging with a 

knowledgeable partner to ensure the hardware you select will be supported by the tool tracking 

system and function as required. 
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Barcode Label Selection 

The type of barcode label you select depends on what you intend to use it for, how long you need 

it to last, tool and equipment storage conditions and the type of adhesive strength you need. 

Choose your label type based on the required durability and adhesive properties. 

 

In our experience, labels with a heavy coat weight adhesive are the best. The thicker adhesive 

enables it to fill in the rumpled surfaces found on many electronic items like PCs and laptops. 

 
It takes about 48 hours for the label to cure and bond properly to the surface of your tools and 

equipment. After 48 hour the label will be almost impossible to remove. 

 
As for the label material, our specialists recommend Polyester Barcode Labels with a heavy 

weight coat permanent adhesive because they are the most durable and maintain scannable labels 

despite extreme conditions. The labels come in various sizes. Common sizes are 2” x 0.75” and 

1.5” x 0.75”. See the example below: 
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You may also want to consider specialty labels such as void labels, metal or foil, labels that can be 

riveted onto your tools and equipment or even cloth labels that can be ironed onto clothing. 

Again, your selection should be guided by how the barcode label will be used and how long you 

need them to last. 

 

Barcode Printer Selection 

The type of barcode printer you select must be compatible with the type of the labels you need. 

Choose the barcode printer that will produce the right sized, high-resolution labels with the 

qualities required at the volume you need. 

 
Between the two most cost-effective and efficient types of barcode printers, thermal transfer 

printers are the best choice when printing industrial grade labels. The labels that these printers 

produce are virtually indestructible. By comparison, direct thermal printers are not capable of 

creating durable and long-lasting tags. 

 
In most cases, an inexpensive thermal transfer desktop printer will meet your barcode printing 

requirements. 
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Printing Software Selection 

Understand how the native printing software in the tool tracking system works and the impact of 

its inherent design on your workflow. Consider a stand-alone printing software add-on that 

enhances efficiency and printing capabilities. 

 
the tool tracking system includes the ability to print barcodes only when adding tools and 

equipment, one at a time. Therefore, we recommend purchasing a standalone barcode label 

design and print software program which will allow you to print multiple tool and equipment 

labels at one time. This workflow makes your adding tools and equipment efficient. 

 
Wasp Labeler Plus 2D is an inexpensive utility software product that allows you to efficiently 

create, design and print sequentially numbered barcode labels, address labels and much more. 

 
If you decide to print from MS Word or Excel, make sure you place an asterisk before and after 

the barcode data. The asterisk acts as a check digit – without one the barcode will not be 

scannable. 
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Conclusion 

Successful tool and equipment management system implementation requires careful planning, 

data preparation and evaluation of weighty considerations that guide the efficient use of the 

software and hardware for its maximum benefit. The project requires deliberation and intentional 

choices be made long before data entry and system use can begin. Our guide touches on the 

breadth of considerations that guide the planning process, from data categorization to hardware 

selection and more. Our goal is for your company to implement the tool tracking system properly 

the first time, avoiding mistakes that could inhibit or cripple efficient system use in the short and 

long-term. BarcodeShack offers decades of implementation expertise and hands-on the tool 

tracking system product knowledge that can help your business get the system up and running 

quickly and cost-effectively. Get started with a free consultation today to learn how our specialists 

provide the implementation knowledge, skills and management you need. 
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Look to the experts at 
BarcodeShack for 
implementation 
guidance and support. 

BarcodeShack successfully performs tool and equipment tracking and 

inventory control software system implementations quickly and cost- 

effectively due to our decades of experience performing this service for 

organizations of all types and in many industries. Get in touch with us today 

to schedule a call. 
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